
Tax Audits and Investigations: 
Are you ready for a Capital Statement review?
The Inland Revenue Board (IRB) is now increasingly focused on verifying whether taxpayers’ income is under-declared 
through the review of an individual’s Net Worth Analysis or Capital Statement in a tax audit or investigation. These 
methods compare the increase of the person’s net assets in a particular year to his net income. 

If the two amounts do not tally, there is a likelihood that the person has under-reported his income. He may then end up 
having to pay additional taxes and penalties on the discrepancies perhaps due to failure to provide the necessary 
evidence.

Who Should Attend?

• Business Owners
• Directors
• High Net Worth Individuals
• Senior Management Executives
• Professionals

Duration:  4 Hours | 9.00 am – 1.00 pm

For more information, kindly contact:-
Vicky Ramachandran | vicky.r@crowe.my | 016 201 0838
Carol Victor | carol.victor@crowe.my | 016 202 7470

*This course is eligible for HRDF
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Training Methodology

Live Q&A’s, quick polls/surveys will be carried out 
throughout the webinar.

Objectives

Course Outline

 What is a Capital Statement / Net Worth Analysis / 
Means Test?

 How will it affect you?
 How does the IRB get to know about you and your 

portfolio of assets, without you knowing?
 Sharing of real-life experiences
 Common Issues and Practical Challenges faced 

by individuals
 Tips on how to manage an individual’s tax audit 

and investigation
 Self Health Check
 Key Takeaways
 Q&A Session

 We help you to understand how a Capital Statement, 
Net Worth Analysis, or Means Test affects you 

 We discuss the tools and methods used by the IRB 
during an individual’s tax audit and investigation

 We share real-life experiences – Common issues and 
practical challenges faced by individuals

Smart decisions. Lasting value.


